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How To Inspect Your Brickwork For Damage
Use these tips and guidelines to check your brick structures
for evidence of the following problems.

out the exposed mortar, clean the joint and refill it to make
the joint strong and weather-tight again. This is called tuckpointing.
Ivy and other climbing plants must be prevented from
attaching to the brick. These coverings keep the surface
from properly drying, and their tendrils can penetrate and
erode the mortar joints.

Years of exposure to the elements can take a toll on any
building material – even bricks, which are among the most
durable. Water is most often the cause of serious damage to
brick structures – especially here in the Northwest.
However, earthquakes, settling
soil and neglect can also take
Call the Home Owners Club if your brick foundation,
their toll on this ancient buildchimneys, walls or fences show any of the following
ing material.
signs of deterioration:

Cracks and holes in the
bricks themselves (as well as
those within any surrounding
surfaces) must be repaired and
resealed. But don’t seal the
“weep holes” (small, machined
holes at the top and bottom of
newer brick walls), which allow
built-up moisture to escape.
When mold must be
removed, use chemicals.
Sandblasting and pressure
washing can remove the hardbaked outer surface of the
brick, making the softer inner
core vulnerable to moisture.

Water Damage
Cracked Mortar – Look closely at the joints between
When rain begins to trickle
the bricks. If this joint is cracked, water can soak in
and damage the entire structure.
inside a brick structure, it can
erode the mortar used to bond
Missing Mortar – When rainwater penetrates a
the bricks together, cause the
structure, mortar joints can deteriorate from the inside
internal metal supports to rust
out. Look foe crumbling, eroded or missing mortar.
and the ground underneath to
settle unevenly (creating undue
Chipped Bricks – Bricks that are chipped along their
stress and strain).
edges may mean that the mortar joint is too hard.
Water that collects around
the base of a brick structure can
Stains and Deposits – A horizontal stain line on the
have the same effect, although
surface of the brick signals serious foundation
this situation more often results
drainage issues. White deposits point to other
moisture problems.
Stress and Strain
in a destructive crystallizaEarthquakes, settling soil,
tion action and contributes to
seasonal changes in temperature
freeze-and-thaw expansion-and- Interior Moisture – Condensation on the interior wall
of a brick home means moisture isn’t being allowed to
and other physical changes can
contraction problems.
escape.
create stress and strain on a
Before repairing any
brick structure, causing it to
water damage, the source of
Peeling Paint – Flaking, blistering or peeling is a sign
lean, its bricks to bulge and
the problem must be located
that moisture may literally be pushing the paint off the
buckle and mortar to crack.
and corrected. The gutters may
brick.
These are dangerous situations
need to be repaired or reconthat must be monitored and
figured. Roof leaks might have
Settling Soil – Uneven settling of the soil under a
repaired as soon as they are
to be sealed. Condensation in
brick structure shows that water may be penetrating its
interior.
discovered. Any delay could
the furnace flue could need to
result in a partial collapse of
be better contained. There are
Skewed Surface – The structure could collapse if its
the structure.
a variety of potential problems
bricks are bulging, skewed or leaning.
Fixing any of the problems
and fixes. However, if stopping
listed above is not a job for the
the water at its source is just not
do-it-yourselfer. Assessing the
feasible, a waterproof coating
root cause requires years of on-the-job experience. Plus,
should be applied to the surface of the brick to prevent any
there may be a need to dismantle and rebuild a portion of the
more moisture from infiltrating.
damaged structure, which requires a licensed brick mason.
The Club’s brick masons are highly skilled craftsmen
Neglect
who can repair any of these problems. If you locate areas
The mortar joints in a brick structure require more
of concern in your brick structures, contact the Club for the
maintenance than the bricks themselves. These joints are
name of a HOC-authorized mason who can provide you
filled with a cement, lime, sand and water mix that weathwith a professional evaluation of the situation. Call (206)
ers much faster than the brick. Over time, these joints will
622-3500 or visit HomeOwnersClub.org
become cracked and eroded, after which a mason must grind

